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“What if Light was used to emphasis the Lightness of a Lightweight structure.”

In this project I set out to explorer the way in which we visually and emotionally experience “Lightweight”. I feel that car companies 
are beginning to see previous mistakes and engineer for a future in which physically lighter cars are requisite. This leads me to the 
question; how do we as designers communicate this in a positive way and sell a future efficient, lightweight lifestyle?..

I began the project by considering “What is Lightweight” especially in its visual and emotional forms. This thought process lead me 
to the use of abstract photography of light itself to help me to create a new lightweight BMW design language. 

The final result is a mixture of lightweight, twisting, structural forms that flow around the user to create a floating interior architecture. 
This will allow for, in a future autonomous world, the exposure of a fully lightweight transportation experience. 

Shadow is not the absence of light, merely the obst ruct ion of the luminous rays by an opaque body. Shadow is of the nature of darkness. Light is of the nature of a 
luminous body; one conceals and the other reveals. They are always associated and inseparable f rom all objects. But shadow is a more powerful agent than light, for 
it can impede and ent irely deprive bodies of their light, while light can never ent irely expel shadow f rom a body, that is f rom an opaque body.
   Leonardo Da Vinci

...Abstract...
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...Introducing the premise... 
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...What if Light was used to emphasise the 
        Lightness of a Lightweight Structure...
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“Lightw
eight is Efficien

cy
.”

“Lightweight” is the future of Automotive Product ion...

The Automotive industry is invest ing billions in reducing the physical weight of cars in an attempt to opt imise efficiency.

The EPA says that for every 45Kg’s taken out of the vehicle, the fuel economy is increased by 1-2 percent.

Lightweight materials and design have always been an important topic in product design across several industries. In the past the concept 
has been most important in aviation with the automotive industry focusing on it more as a by product of driving dynamics. However, global 
trends toward CO2 reduction and resource efficiency have significantly increased the importance of this topic over the last years.

Recent prominent examples lend evidence to this trend gaining momentum. The BMW “Project i” is a new electric vehicle range, whose 
support structure contains a significant amount of carbon fibre to reduce weight and to enhance driving dynamics. Besides these prominent 
examples, many other clever solutions have recently been introduced, e.g., the use of a one-piece carbon fibre car fenders instead of a 
four-piece metal part, allowing for a 30 percent weight reduction and a 60 percent reduction in its tooling cost.

2012 McKinsey Report: “Lightweight, Heavy Impact.”

The use of lightweight materials will significantly grow across industries - while the lightweight share is currently highest in aviation 
with almost 80 percent, automotive is massively increasing the lightweight share from 30 to 70 percent by 2030.

All lightweight materials of fer weight reduction potential at higher cost - carbon fibre therein with the highest weight reduction potential 
(50 percent lighter than steel) – but also by far the highest cost (570 percent the cost of steel today). The industrialization of carbon fibre may 
yield a cost decrease of up to 70 percent, thereby making it significantly more at tractive (e.g., the delta from aluminium to carbon fibre could 
shrink from about 80 percent today to approximately 30 percent in 2030).

Focusing on automotive, the key driver for change is the CO2 emissions regulation - The use of lightweight materials, with the 
exception of extreme lightweight concepts containing significant amounts of carbon fibre, is a cost-ef fective measure to reduce CO2, but 
with limited abatement potential. Currently discussed CO2 targets for 2025 in Europe cannot be achieved with engine efficiency measures 
and lightweight materials alone. Electrified powertrains will have to contribute to a certain extent to the fulfilment of the regulation. 

To address the need for lighter cars, three dif ferent “lightweight packages” will emerge - A conventional package with a significant 
share of high-strength steel, which will be used by about two-thirds of cars produced, mainly small and medium-sized cars with conventional 
or hybrid powertrains. A moderate package with a higher share of lightweight materials, including aluminium, magnesium, high-strength 
steel, and (to a limited extent) carbon fibre, which will apply to approximately one-third of cars produced, mainly upper-medium/executive 
class vehicles and bat tery-electric vehicles. An extreme package with a high carbon fibre share, which will remain limited to niche luxury 
and extreme premium BEV concepts.
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“Lightweight” in Automot ive Interior Design...

The Automotive industry is constantly moving towards user centred interiors and for good reason as we are adding more and more 
“infotainment” into the cars. The negative of this is we end up with a “cocooned” feeling interior which closes the space and reduces the 
“airy” or “lightweight” feeling that can be achieved with more traditional horizontal dashboards.

The OED defines “Airy” as - 
adj, airier or airiest
- Abounding in f resh air
- Spacious or unclut tered
-. Weightless and insubstant ial: an airy gossamer.
-. Light and graceful in movement
- Hav ing no material substance: airy spirits.

Why is a lightweight or “Airy” sensation important within a car? More than 90% of the time people drive their car they are driving on a 
familiar route, possibly commuting to work, and they are looking for a relaxing experience, in general a sporty cocooned interior will not 
deliver this. There is no doubt a place for cocooned interiors especially with in sports cars, but the advantage they give as a user centred 
scenario will very quickly disappear as technology improves and we move more toward the autonomous and hands-free controlled 
vehicle.

“The future of the automotive interior will state that less is more, a reduct ion in controls and an airier atmosphere 
will be the future of premium.”
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In pursuit of Design Communicat ion...

Back in the early 80s, Dieter Rams, award winning German Industrial Designer best known for his work for the consumer product brand 
Braun, was becoming increasingly concerned by the state of the world around him. He is quoted as saying that Product Design was 
becoming “an impenet rable confusion of forms, colours and noises.” Not to exclude himself, he was aware that he was a significant 
contributor to this Product Design world, and he began to ask himself an important question: “is my design good design?”

‘Ten commandments’ of Good Design. Number 4 in this list of 10 is:-

“Good Design makes a Product Understandable”
It clarifies the product’s st ructure. Bet ter st ill, it can make the product clearly express its funct ion by making 
use of the user’s intuit ion. At best, it is self-explanatory. 
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Why do we crave experiences?...

Weight is so intrinsically linked to efficiency in modern cars, however in many aspects it is the least pursued. We have as an industry 
quite rightly become obsessed with safety and as a result have “reinforced” our cars to such an extent that we now driving around in 
increasingly large and dangerous vehicles. We seam to be living currently under the dilution that bigger is safer and more luxurious, both 
of these are untrue.

Human beings are experience based animals. We have senses which are far weaker than many other creatures, however there is no 
animal with a brain that can interpret these senses in the way we can. In the past it has been the automotive industry that pushed the 
boundaries of these senses, however in the modern world the car is nothing more than a mode of transportation. 

If pure speed can not be relied upon to challenge these senses in the future what can?..

The feelings and illusions of lightweight are incredibly strongest evokers of sensat ion, if you listen 
to an astronauts they will tell you there is nothing else like the feeling of weightlessness. Could this 
feeling be the future of an experience evoking, sensat ion driven vehicle?...

Light thinks it travels faster than anything, but it is wrong. No 
matter how fast light travels, it finds the darkness 

has always got there first, and is waiting for it.
                                                                     Terry Pratchet t
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Visualising the Problem...

“It still felt very airy and the very opposite of the claustrophobic “cocooning” feeling that so many other cars seem to strive for” and as 
a result “in terms of driving, it felt a lit tle odd as everything felt a long way away, kind of like driving an old car when nothing is centered 
around the user and you have to reach for everything.

“The scooped window line gives a really nice feeling to the rear seats, it feels a lot bigger than it is especially if you are not to tall, and it 
does mean you can see a surprising amount more out of the side windows.”

“When you open the doors and look into the car the thin silhouet te to the seats gives a feeling of lightweight in the same was the 
concept did so well, but when you actually get inside the car all the additions that go to make up a normal interior, cup holders, radio 
etc, drastically reduce this feeling and it feels only slightly less clut tered than any other BMW.” “Losing the middle console is very nice, but it 
loses some of its appeal if 3 times as many parts have to be fit ted onto the dashboard to allow it.”
                                                                                                   Elizabeth Pinder, BMW Innovat ion Design

2014 BMW i3
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Visualising the Problem...

“The driving “process” looks too much like a normal car, instead of more like a golf club caddy as you might expect.” - “The seat are slim 
and look really light, but only when outside looking in, once inside they feel mostly like normals seats.” As for the overall package; “there is 
quite a lot of space inside because of the electric package (no transmission tunnel etc) but maybe still more could be made of this”.

The i3 “does feel reasonably “light” to drive. The quiet, smooth approach of the whole car does seem to come across in the steering, 
which is quiet light and even at low speeds reasonably ef fortless, it still isn’t quiet a golf caddy, but it is in that direction”

All in all; “the quality of the car is fine but not great” (for the price you pay). “The interior elements are more lightweight than in a normal 
car, but nothing like the concept”. “I would describe the interior as minimal or reduced and overall airy, more than lightweight.
                                                                                                                                                    Thomas Wu - MINI Interior Designer

2014 BMW i3
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...Research... “Brand Relevance”...
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Brand Relevance - BMW...

The BMW brand is a design brand. Chris Bangle once said - 
We at BMW do not build cars as consumer objects, just to drive f rom A to B. We build mobile works of art.

BMW, especially over the past 10-15 years, have tried to experiment and create new levels of form language which use artistic sculpture 
to convey to the viewer in a visual way the physical properties of the car. It would be wrong to say that BMW, or any car brand for that 
mat ter, has been successful with “Design Honesty” over there whole life, however I feel it wouldn’t be unreasonable to say that design 
honesty could be considered a brand pillar of BMW.

As examples lets analyse what could be considered BMW’s 2 most successful concept cars of resent times, the BMW GINA and the 
BMW EfficientDynamics. The GINA is a Fabric skinned, shape morphing, open top sports car designed under the guidance of BMW’s 
head of design at the time, Chris Bangle. GINA is an acronym standing for “Geometry In N Adaptat ions”. It was a very honest at tempt at  
reconsidering a vehicle structure, manufacturing method and examined our preconceptions of weight. In the press release material for 
the GINA, BMW asks “Is there a symbolic relat ionship between material, funct ion and aesthet ic?” They are deliberately challenging our view 
of design honesty, by designing a car that looks at first sight to be made of fabric but then when, for example, the doors open we see 
that it is actually made of fabric. If BMW had of intended to not show the GINA’s doors open then one could say that they are at tempting to 
be dishonest, but they did not, they wanted us to see the doors opening and therefore challenge our own preconceptions. This concept 
probably more than any other could be said to challenge and as a result define design honesty in the automotive world.

Secondly the BMW EfficientDynamics. Though released only one year af ter the GINA, the EfficientDynamics concept was designed in 
a dif ferent era of BMW design under the leadership of Adrian van Hooydonk, the EfficientDynamics takes what could be thought of as a 
more conventional, yet none less relevant, take on design honesty. When first released it took the design world a lit tle time to analyse the 
concept, with all its twisting surfaces and floating panels at first glance it looked like an exercise in pure vehicle sculpture, however then the 
information regarding the concept appeared and the design honesty seemed to shine through. Quoting from the BMW EfficientDynamics 
press release, “an ultra-efficient 2+2 seater sports car and a drag coefficient of 0.22 Cd” it became clear that this concept revolved around 
the very important and industry defining subject of vehicle efficiency. When you look at the design from this angle you can see that the 
design has honesty at its roots. Its styling is designed to both make the car ultra-efficient but also visually look aerodynamically efficient, and 
now with the subsequent releases of the i3 and i8 production cars we do not question this as a design theme and visual goal. This is a 
showcase of creating a new type of design honesty and what should be considered a design bastion of my project.

2008 BMW GINA Concept 2009 BMW EfficientDynamics Concept
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Brand Relevance - Why Lightweight?...

The main question for me to answer is - “Why is a lightweight aesthet ic important to the BMW Brand?”

BMW’s long standing Brand Values have been, Dynamic, Innovative and Aesthetic. BMW’s i sub-brand then came along and has begun 
to shif t these originally so concrete values.

Dr. Uwe Ellinghaus, Director of Brand Management, BMW when interviewed about the future of the BMW Brand
“Fresh solut ions are required to underpin personal and, most importantly, sustainable mobility. The BMW i sub-brand sets out to re-think 
mobility and come up with pioneering solut ions to the challenges we are currently facing - namely cars and the future. All facets of the 
BMW i brand clearly reference its parent brand, which is ev ident in the look and feel of its products. However, BMW i also takes a whole 
new look at various brand elements, giv ing the sub-brand a dist inct ident ity while remaining uniquely BMW.”

What we see is that the whole BMW brand is starting to reconsider its long standing values and will, I’m sure in the future, need to find a 
place for a value such as efficiency that stands for the whole range and not just the i sub-brand. However, what Dr Ellinghaus is suggesting 
in this interview I feel hits upon may peoples fears for the industry. The automotive industry is in many peoples eyes a dinosaur, an industry 
terrified of change, however unless it does change and does reconsider how we can make cars more efficient it will die.

Prof. John Paul MacDuffie, Professor at Harvard University, “Why Dinosaurs Will Keep Ruling the Auto Industry”
“The automobile is a paradox. When you get down to basics, it’s the same as it was a hundred years ago: a metal box on four wheels 
connected by a suspension and powered by an internal combust ion engine, which runs on a pet rochemical fuel.

In my opinion BMW are one of the few brand with a realistic and expandable approaching to the problem of sustainable mobility in the 
future. By focusing on efficiency, a property that can be expanded as technology and legislation allows, BMW is developing solution both 
for right now and also many years into the future. 

The OED defies efficient as “Achiev ing maximum product iv ity with minimal wasted ef fort or expense.” The biggest “wasted ef fort” in a car 
by some margin is due to weight. In a survey carried out in the UK by the Department of Transport they showed that during “commuting 
hours”  more than 86% of cars had only one passenger. If we consider the average size car to have 5 seats and weight around 1400Kgs 
(Ford Mondeo size) compared to a small predominantly single seater car like a Renault Twizy which weights around 450Kgs that means in 
ef fect the average person is dragging around an excess of almost 1000Kgs on each journey. This does not mean I’m advocating we all 
drive Renault Twizy sized cars all the time, we need big cars, but it just shows how much more seriously we should be taking the problem 
of weight and why it is an important issue for all car companies and most particularly one which have Efficiency at its core.

If we now relate back to the previous pages and Ram’s 6th commandment “Good Design is Honest” you can see why it is essential that 
BMW explore and develop a lightweight aesthetic in its future efficiency focused models.

2014 BMW i3
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...Research... “Lightweight Benchmarking”...
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Research - Lightweight Architecture...

Santiago Calatrava is an award winning Spanish architect and artist known for his spectacularly lightweight designs. He describes himself 
as “a bridge between structural engineering and architecture” and uses the physical structures heavily in both he architecture and his art. I 
am drawn to the way he creates lightweight through the use of structures and the way in which he says he is devoted to recreating the 
properties of the structures he works with.

Calatrava gained a reputation for his ability to blend advanced engineering solutions with dramatic visual statements, in both bridges and 
buildings. In his architectural commissions, Calatrava used his knowledge of engineering to create innovative, sculptural structures, of ten in 
concrete and steel. He stated that nature served as his guide, inspiring him to create buildings that reflected natural shapes and rhythms. 
He was intensely interested in the architectural use of lightweight zoomorphic forms, a passion evident in such buildings as Turning 
Torso (1999–2005), his unique apartment tower in Malmö, Sweden and the Woman’s Bridge (1998–2001) in Buenos Aires, Argentina 
(architectural model below right centre).

Calatrava’s work tends to be marked with lightness of weight, seeking ways for light to permeate the whole structures. Calatrava is quoted 
as saying he thinks of architecture as largely involving “the masterly, correct and magnificent play of volumes brought together in light”. 

For Calatrava, light has become a crit ical material in creat ing an experience:
“In my opinion, comfort in architecture is given by two words. One is “space.” The other is “light.” Narrow or small 
spaces are not as good. Less light, underground spaces, spaces where you don’t see the sky [are] not as good. 
These are the two keys to the future. I am always searching for more light and space…I believe that architects need 
to deliver hope and opt imism”
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Research - Lightweight Furniture...

Bram Geenen, A Dutch furniture designer specialising in structurally lightweight design. Geenen’s Gaudi Chair (lef t) is the follow-up of the 
Gaudi Stool which was created in 2009. The script was based on three steps: First the distribution of forces across the surface of the chair. 
Secondly the direction of forces defined the direction of the ribs. Finally the amount of force specified the height of a rib. These structurally 
analytical steps allow for very even weight distribution and therefore a both visually and physically lightweight design.

The original brief of the Gaudi Stool was to create both a visually and physically lightweight design both the materials and techniques 
were chosen to create this. The surface is of carbon fibre, the ribs are made of glass-filled nylon, by selective laser sintering. The project 
researches how new technology can be based on simple, logical concepts. In this case a concept which has proven it’s strength and 
beauty for over a hundred years.

Bram Geenen: “Making is not a process, it is a network.”
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Research - Lightweight in Nature...

For many animals in nature being lightweight is essential to there survival. Birds are what one would obviously firth 
think when it comes to lightweight, they are lightweight due to their fewer and hollow bones, which enable them to 
lif t of f from the ground. 

The hummingbird’s (right) wing, unlike that of most birds, has a short upper and lower “arm”, but a long “hand”  The 
long flight feathers at tached to the hand are given circular rotations at the shoulder joint, thus acting like helicopter 
blades. So a hummingbird hovers in a manner similar to a helicopter, each wing functioning as a separate blade. 
They change the orientation of the “blades” to move forward or backward, and the pitch of the feathers to move 
upward. The wings of the hummingbird are able to beat about 50 times a second, however it is its bird characterising 
skeletal structure that makes the hovering possible. Nature, over the course of evolution, has evolved to create a bone 
structure almost as strong as either Reptile or Mammal bones but up to 6 times lighter.

Mammals such as Servals (right) also have a lightweight bone structure, with exaggeratedly long limbs and a long 
thin muscular structure which allows them to jump as much as 3 metres vertically, seven times their height, when 
catching there prey.

When it comes to visual lightweight we have to look to the seas. Being physically lightweight in the see isn’t of as 
much use as on land and the pressure of water in the sea counteracts the ef fect of gravity, however, being “hydro-
dynamic” is important. The manta ray (right) isn’t just hydro-dynamic to move through the water with more ease but 
it also channels the water into it’s mouth to catch it’s food. It gains an incredibly lightweight appearance by its visual 
act of opening its huge mouth to expose its skeletal structure underneath.

Come forth into the light of things, let nature be your teacher.
                                                        William Wordsworth
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...Research... “A Visual Experience”...
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“A Visual Experience”...

I’m split ting the project into 3 distinct areas, Visual Lightweight, Emotional Lightweight and Premium Lightweight. The first point of research, 
and the one that I feel will most influence me as a designer and therefore my personal project, is Visual Lightweight.

Firstly What is meant my Visual Lightweight?.. It is hard to find a definition of Visual Lightweight as it means dif ferent things to dif ferent people. 
I would say Visual Lightweight is a personal interpretation by the brain of an object to appear lighter or appear to weight less than the 
physical object actually weights.

Kayla Knight, Web and Graphic Designer, Author of SmashingMagazine.com -
“Visual weight revolves around the idea that dist inct elements in a design have varying heaviness relat ive to each other. Somet imes v isual 
weight is obvious, such as in the case where larger objects appear heavier than smaller objects because they take up more space. In 
certain instances, it’s not so cut and dry, such as in the case of color. Some colors may look as if they are heavier and more dominant 
than others. Some of the main v isual weight factors are; Color; Cont rast; Lightness/darkness; Size; Density; Complex ity”

...Research...
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Research - Gestalt Psychology...

Gestalt – “essence or shape of an entity’s complete form”

- The principle maintains that the human eye sees objects in their ent irety before perceiv ing their indiv idual parts, 
suggest ing the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

Gestalt psychology at tempts to understand psychological phenomena by viewing objects as organised and structured wholes rather 
than the sum of their constituent parts and is an essential part to how our brain perceive an objects visual weight. In the 30s and 40s 
Gestalt psychology was applied to visual perception, most notably by Max Wertheimer, Wolfgang Köhler, and Kurt Kof f ka who founded 
the gestalt approaches, to shapes and analysed humans visual perceptions and the ways in which they could be interoperated dif ferently 
by the brain. They tried to explain, in particular, human perceptions of groups of objects and how we perceive parts of objects and form 
whole objects on the basis of these.

Gestaly Psychology can be split into 5 parts, the Law of Proximity, the Law of Similarity, the Law of Prägnanz (figure-ground), the Law of 
Symmetry, and the Law of Closure. The three I would consider most important when considering Visual Lightweight are the Law of 
Proximity, the Law of Symmetry and the Law of Closure.
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“Proximity, Symmetry and Closure”...

First, the Law of Proximity posits that when we perceive a collection of objects, we will see objects close to each other as forming a group. 
This is important when viewing any physical object as large complex “groups” of objects will appear heavier than the same number of 
object but split into more regular and smaller groups.

Second, the law of symmetry captures the idea that when we perceive objects we tend to perceive them as symmetrical shapes that 
form around their centre. Most objects can be divided in two more or less symmetrical halves and when for example we see two 
unconnected elements that are symmetrical, we unconsciously integrate them into one coherent object. The more alike objects are, the 
more they tend to be grouped and therefore the more visually lightweight we will perceive them as having. This fact is due to our brains 
being used to seeing symmetry in, for example, people faces, and therefore finding the object easier to perceive and understand due to 
greater visual balanced and as a result less visual weight.

And thirdly, the law of closure posits that we perceive close up, or complete, objects that are not, in fact, complete. This is the aspect of 
Gestalt psychology that I find the most intriguing from a design perspective. The human brain will naturally want to perceive the whole 
before the parts, and the smaller, or from further away, we view an object the more this is the case. The image bot tom lef t is one of the 
most common examples of this, the human brain will connect the lines and will read a cube in the negative space before reading the 
intersected balls in the corners, however the closer the eye gets to the object the more it will separate the object into its individual parts. 
From a vehicle design perspective this means it is essential to deign the visual weight of the overall volume before and separately to the 
visual weight of its individual and constituent parts.
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Visual Analysis - Colour...

Colour or a lack of it is a big part of design. Whether it be strong, saturated and “in your face” colours or even plain Black, White, or Grey 
designs, the colour, or lack of colour, makes a statement in any design. Colour has many properties that can af fect an object’s visual 
weight relative to others in the design, such as saturation, brightness/darkness, and hue.

Most of what we can intuitively feel about the weight of colour is true; it seems instinctive, especially to us as designers, to know that one 
colour is heavier than the other. For example, more saturated colours will garner more at tention than unsaturated colours. Darker colours 
also take more of a stance than their lighter counterparts.

Hue is a colour property that although understood for centuries by artists is only recently being unravelled on a fundamental level by 
psychologists, and it is still contentious when it comes to judging  dif ferent visual weights. According to a pair of Phycologists, Pinkerton 
and Humphrey, two colours at opposite ends of the spectrum with full saturation and equal lightness can appear to have dif ferent visual 
weights. Their research seemed to suggest that Red was the heaviest colour in the spectrum and Yellow the lightest with the same levels 
of lightness and saturation. However I would conclude by looking at the study that the dif ference is negligible when compared with dif fering 
levels of lightness and Saturation, Therefore it is these that should be focused on within my design.
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Visual Analysis - Contrast...

Contrast is a big part of design and one that is of ten not fully exploited in vehicle design, with us thinking of it as more of a graphic design tool. 
Contrast can help certain features stand out more than others and can, if utilised correctly, create illusions of depth and layering with minimal 
losses in packaging. Elements with more contrast between one surface and another will be more prominent than those with lit tle contrast 
to there neighbours, thus using contrast can theoretically maintain visual hierarchy and potentially heighten surface change readability.

It must be understood that all visual elements need to work in harmony together, and visual contrast is a prime example of this. Contrast 
is easily to understand on a Grayscale level, but as soon as you introduce elements such as colour or complexity these other elements 
can have the opposite ef fect and less contrast can actually create more visual weight in a surface.

It is also important to remember back to Gestalt Psychology when considering visual contrast in design. In principle less contrast should 
be visually lighter, however if this lack of contrast makes the eye view multiple volumes and one this will drastically increase visual weight 
and therefore more contrast would be needed to reduce this.
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Visual Analysis - Size...

Possibly the area that needs the least analysis of all, but smaller objects look lighter than bigger one. We know from experiencing the world 
that two objects which look the same, to say of roughly the same density, if one is twice the size of the other it is likely to visually weigh 
twice as much. 

This is a trick that has been used in car design possibly more than any to create a “lighter” looking vehicle. Shorter overhangs and more 
tumblehome on a vehicle will visually put all the weight inside the wheels and therefore should create the illusion of a more compact and 
therefore lighter vehicle.

Designers of the BMWi cars have tried to use the ef fect of “size” to create a lighter looking car within the relatively conventional package. By 
separating the surfaces and therefore reducing the volume or visual weights of the main surfaces, in BMWi’s case through colour splits, the 
cars should appear visually lighter.
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Visual Analysis - Complexity...

More complex objects or surfaces seem heavier visually when compared to plainer objects. Most psychologist would reason that this 
is because simpler objects are easier for the brain to quickly understand, whereas a busier design will take the brain slightly longer. This 
complexity can be created or avoided in numerous ways, obviously through the surfacing but also through graphic. An  example of this is 
race car versions of production cars, they will be modified to be lighter than the standard model, however once body kits and numerous 
sponsors logos are added to the car, the car will almost certainly, visually, look heavier.

Having said this, Why do surfaces split but running parallel look lighter?.. They would quite obviously be said to look more complex due 
to the number of surface changes. Is this a result of surface depth?.. or is it the way the brain reads the negative space?.. Once again this 
is one of the most important areas for me to explore over the course of the project as I personally feel it could hold many keys to creating 
more visually lightweight surfacing.

Kayla Knight, Web and Graphic Designer, Author of SmashingMagazine.com -
“Visual weight is a concept that heavily relies on the designer’s inst incts. It is af fected by what we’re exposed to in the physical world 
where weight is expressed in size and density and where color evokes certain emot ional responses (of ten due to cultural factors). 
At taining v isual hierarchy, symmetry, and design harmony relies on how we ut ilize v isual weight factors in concert with each other.”

I feel there is so much more to come from this type of visual research, and in particular a lot more to come with vehicle design relevance, 
and it is this which I would like to discover myself through 2D and 3D experimentation.
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Visual Analysis - Proport ions and Density...

In the physical world, denser, more compact objects are heavier than less dense, more dispersed objects. Visual Density also refers 
to transparency of surface. Our brain will naturally interpret a more transparent surface as being lighter weight than a fully opaque one, 
however it can have other detrimental ef fects like looking either fragile, of cheap.

Vehicle designers will always talk about “proportions”, it is one of the most important aspects to a cars design. Currently when companies 
design a car, and this is especially true of the German trio of BMW, Audi and Mercedes, they will try and make a car look “planted” this 
means it looks sturdy, powerful and fixed to the ground, all properties that oppose lightweight design. 

More research is needed on my part is needed before we can fully understand and represent how to make a vehicle of a similar size to 
current vehicles on our roads “look more lightweight” through proportions alone.

BMWi has tried to use this known property, especially with in their concept cars, to create a visually lighter design through the use of layered 
surfaces. This is one of the most exciting ways of creating lightweight from the point of a designer because it of fers the most in terms of 3D 
depth of surface, and certainly within interior concept design is one of the most fashionable topics to explore.
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...Research... “An Emot ional Experience”...
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...Research...
“An Emot ional Experience”...

Gary Stef fy, Internat ional Associat ion of Light ing Design -
“Light is the great enabler. It profoundly influences health, wellbeing, and product iv ity.”

Secondly I want to consider Lightweight in terms of its emotional context. Emotions are our brains response to information we take in 
through our abundance of senses. Research by Oklahoma State University found that 83% of the information we take in is through sight, 
11% through hearing and 3.5% through touch.

As a result of this you can see why the visual side of a design will almost certainly evoke the strongest emotions, but what about our other, 
less considered, senses?.. Equilibrioception (balance and acceleration), Thermoception (temperature), Proprioception (kinesthetic sense). I 
think it is some of these less direct senses which our brain assess on a less conscious level that can more actively benefit our lives. An 
example of this can be seen from the rise of “floatation tanks”, Many medical professional have shown in short term studies benefits to 
patients health for chronic ailments, but also to users all round physical and mental wellbeing. Some of the research carried out by the 
Human Performance Laboratory at Karlstad University’s Professor Sven-Åke Bood seems to imply that the physical ef fect of “floating” or 
seeming to experience less gravity actually has a positive ef fect on the human brain, reducing stress as well as pain in chronic patents.
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Emot ional Analysis - Light...

Gary Stef fy, Internat ional Associat ion of Light ing Design -
“Light is sustenance. It feeds our plants and animals, our bodies, minds, and souls. It nearly single-handedly gives people the potent ial to 
do most anything”

Our Emotional responses to light are surprisingly dif ficult to quantify. It is pret ty obvious to say we as human beings need light, and that a 
lack of sun light can result in detrimental physical and mental ailments, but what about on a more subtle level?.. The way small changes in 
light change our immediate mood? This is surprisingly dif ficult to quantify mainly because it seems to vary quite substantially by individual 
taste and in particular upbringing. 

Research by the Cyclotron Research Centre, University of Liège suggests that everyone has an optimum ambiance, but that it might vary 
due to environment. However all the research seems to revolve around the working environment, large open spaces, and the ef fect of 
light over a long period of time. What I’ve been unable to find is any research into short term improvements due to light or light in a more 
enclosed space, which would be much more useful knowledge in terms of vehicle design. There also seems to have been very lit tle 
research into the ef fect of directional light, Interior lighting professionals such as Gary Stef fy seem to suggest non directional or ambient as 
being the most relaxing but I have found no concrete research to back this hypothesis up.

There seems to be such a vast number of variable when it come to the emotional reaction we have to light, what can be said for certain 
is however that we do have incredible strong and of ten subconscious reactions to light in our surroundings and it should be regarded as 
an essential part of the future of emotional based design.

I would suggest for the purpose of this project at this point that I need to do some experimentation, on a select user group, to evaluate my 
personal hypothesis that a space lit from beneath will give the feeling of lif ting you higher up and therefore I think give more energy and a 
feeling of awake-ness. In opposition to this, that sof t lighting from above may have the relaxing ef fect of set tling you down more into your 
seat, in particular if you were to be relieved of driving tasks for example in an autonomous car situation.
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Emot ional Analysis - A Float ing Feeling...

Sally Ride, Astronaut, When asked - What are the most fun things about being in space? - 
“I think that the two things that almost any ast ronaut would describe are the weightlessness and the v iew of Earth. Weightlessness is just a lot of 
fun! It doesn’t feel any dif ferent to your body or to your insides. It’s easier on the body to be in space than it is to be on Earth.”

The relaxing sensation which can be created by a feeling of floating is recognisable for anyone who has ever spent a lazy af ternoon slung 
in a hammock. Experts such as Dr. Steven Park, a member of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine, have actually proven that the 
shape created to the spine and also the sensation of being supported consistency all over the body create by lying in hammock produce 
the best condition and particularly posture for relaxation and sleep. But a much more interesting is what other experiences and emotions 
can be created through the sensation of floatation?..

Some new roller coasters utilise this sensation of floating, or maybe more appropriately flying, in an at tempt to even further heighten the 
senses of the rider. Roller Coasters such as Air at Alton Towers in the UK lie the rider down in a “superman position” and this position, and 
the act of taking the pressure of sit ting away from the conventional areas and distributing the to other less usual areas of the body, is what 
is thought to really amplify the sensation for the rider above other more conventional style rides.

Float, Swoop, Soar and Dive on AIR - 
“Feel the exhilaration of being weightless... You’re flying. Guests ride in a prone position and experience the feeling of flying by ‘flying’ close 
to the ground, under footpaths and gliding narrowly past objects such as trees and rocks.”

I take the above two opposing examples of a “floating feeling” as extremes, the relaxing sensation evoked by a hammock and the extreme 
thrill of a flying roller coaster, however I feel there is a case for exploration of more subtle and potentially relevant experience that can be 
created by a floating sensation. I would like to consider and experiment with the possibility of creating an alternative, more subtle experience 
through floating which enhanced an existing emotion rather than trying to create a whole new one. Could a floating sensation enhances 
the sensation of driving without trying to create a whole new and slightly false experience?
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...Research... “A Premium Experience”...
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...Research...
“A Premium Experience”...

So many car brands consider themselves and are aiming for “Premium” in their cars. But what really is a “Premium Experience”?.. And 
does it have to be in opposition, as we might initially think, to the concept of Lightweight?

Alan Moore, English Fantasy Writer -
“I think that in an increasingly v irtual world, lov ingly produced artefacts are at a premium.”

Premium is at a premium. In a world such as the Automotive industry in the 21st century, money is centre of every decision that is to be 
made. If you buy a high end “premium” vehicle such as a Rolls Royce, the wood in the interior is likely to be less than 3 millimeters thick. 
Is this a “premium” place to be?..

Lets us assume that this cannot carry on, and that eventually the customer will begin to demand honest products. The reason for my 
initial statement saying “lets us assume” is that this kind of fakery seems to have gone on now for a number Wof decade and from what 
I have seen shows no sign of let ting up. But let us assume; can we evaluate what is meant by the term “premium” and as a result can 
we redefine a new premium with less obvious tradition and more design honesty?..
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Premium Analysis - Premium Elements...

According to David Murphy, an Expert in Marketing Strategies for Premium Brands, “premium brands are built upon specific tangible and 
intangible at tributes that give it a sense worth” :-

Sensual – It arouses our senses and feels indulgent.  It is an experience.  We want to touch it; we enjoy look ing at it.  (Think about Steve
  Jobs’ obsession on how a iPhone should feel in your hand, or how Jet Blue orchest rates a total sensory experience – f rom 
  snacks to entertainment – to set itself above the f ray in a fiercely compet it ive category.) 

Mysterious – It draws us in deeper and reveals more to us over t ime.  We are int rigued to learn its back story.  (Witness how Land 
  Rover cult ivates its image as a global t rekker to set it apart f rom the herd of grocery-hauling SUVs.) 

Rare      – It represents a discerning choice, int riguing because it is uncommon.  (Audi has cult ivated this part icularly well – the think ing 
  person’s alternat ive to BMW and Mercedes.)

Confident – It projects a feeling of int rinsic worth.  (Burberry didn’t ask permission to t ranscend its classic t rench coat.  It confidently 
  asserted its plaid on to a wide port folio of products and dared us to quest ion its right to do so.)

Authent ic – It knows its “t rue north” and remains commit ted to this ideal.  (Ritz Carlton’s premium experience is a direct result of its 
  mission statement – “ladies and gentlemen serv ing ladies and gentlemen. “ With this simple ethic, the hotel’s employees know 
  exactly the business they are in and how they should serve customers.  Starbucks lost its way for a while before CEO Howard 
  Schultz refocused the company back on cof fee.)

Quality  – It is consistent and shows obsessive at tent ion to detail.  (Tif fany understands the premium cues conveyed by a detail as 
  simple as a white bow on a blue box.)

None of these above statements says anything about being bigger than a rival, or having tacky bits of wood stuck in places they needn’t 
be. The Automotive industry is one of the slowest industries in the world to change, and there are many very genuine reasons for this, but 
it really in now time to take a leaf out of others books and scrap some of the outdated, ill-informed, preconceptions. 

Reading between the lines of this exert above by David Murphy I would class Premium as being about experience, all of the examples he 
gave showed that the joy was as much about the experience as about the actual product itself. To much emphasis it put currently on the 
product that is delivered, I think for this project it will be more interesting to focus on creating a premium experience over a premium product.

“It is Emot ion that dist inguishes a luxury car f rom a mainst reamer” says Ludwig Willisch, president of BMW of North America 
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...Research... “Physical Lightweight”...
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Research - Physically Lightweight Structures...

The purpose of my project was not to look into the physical construction of materials or there strength vs. weight properties, however I am 
coming at the project from a visual aesthetics stand point, and structures can add to a beautiful aesthetic if used sparingly.

The images to the far lef t are of 3D2Real, a study in lightweight visually appealing structures by students at ILEK, (Institute for Lightweight 
Structures and Conceptual Design, University of Stut tgart). The structure, made of laser cut cardboard, is made up of a pat tern of irregular 
pentagons. 

On a purely Visual level I think this installation is a perfect example a way of turning a sculpture into lightweight design. From my pervious 
research you can see how, even thought we know hollow structures like this vastly reduce weight compared to a solid structure, we 
could consider a structure such as a more conventional honeycomb to be visually heavy. Visually repeating the same shape over and 
over again adds weight, this is why purely organic style bio-structures look very light, however they are currently impractical as far as 
manufacture is concerned. I feel the repetition of irregular pentagons, where each pentagon is the same shape as the ones it is touching 
however it is facing a dif ferent direction to its neighbors, may be the most practical, as well as  interesting and visually lightweight, answer.

Another consideration which of fers a very tangible and understandable sensation of visual lightweight is through support wires, used 
extensively in architecture and seen here (lef t) in a bright designed by Santiago Calatrava. Support of fer a link back to the earlier Gestalt 
Psychology of perception, this is because from a distance the wire can become much less visible than when close up, giving a dif fering 
feelings of visual weight.
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Research - 3D Print ing Lightweight Structures...

3D printing will be a large part of the future of design as a whole. My interests in 3D printing lie in two places, firstly 
the ability to print material with thickness removed in areas where structurally it is less necessary, and secondly in the 
relatively recent developments in the 3D printing of flexible membrane materials.

There are a number of dif ferent 3D sof twares designed to analyses structural components and reduce material 
where it will experience less weight, these sof tware are used in almost every component of a current Formula 1 car 
and will begin to filter down more and more into normal road cars over the coming years.

A number of companies are of fering 3D printed flexible materials, one such company is called Recreus. Recreus are 
the manufactures of 3D printed flexible wires, but recently have shown that using there system the are able to fully 3D 
print in one piece a 3D printed trainer (right, top) and i think this kind of technology of 3D printed could help to reduce 
both physical weight in a car and also its visual weight.
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...Research... “Design Benchmarking”...
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Benchmarking - Mercedes-Benz Sculptural Experiments...

Back in 2010 Mercedes-Benz where talking about how they were “on the hunt is on for Perfect Aesthetics” and this lead them to the release 
of a range of lightweight sculptural experiments. The separate teams explored dif ferent properties and ways of creating lightweight by 
playing with strength, perspective, and transparency. The project shows artistic experimentation and development, with results such as, 
the lightweight nature of polygons, the exploration of transparency using honeycombs, intertwining strips in an organized form of woven 
chaos, and playing with density through transparency in the form of string art.

The sculptures all tackle visual lightweight, but in a way and a method very dif ferent to my own, however it is none the less very important 
for my design process to benchmark these pieces of art, understanding both what they did well and what I feel they missed. 

Visually I feel the piece designed around the idea of string art (fig.3) tackles density and layering in a way which makes very good use of 
the transparency to create this lightweight aesthetic, and for that reason I feel it is the most successful, however its extremely chaotic nature 
makes it possibly less appropriate on an automotive level. The lightweight nature of polygons (fig.4) shows its lightweight properties through 
its transition in forms from the more solid and organic to the more hollow and geometric, this works extremely well because it tell the viewer 
a story and takes them on a journey where the begin to imagine the process, however it does naturally need one end to look heavier to 
make the opposite look lighter and that disregards any at tempt at balance. The transparency using honeycomb (fig.2) is also a very ef fective 
way of interpreting lightweight and I like the way the idea is used sparingly across the model, my only criticism is that the floating and very 
organic silhouet te makes it quite dif ficult to distinguish how much its lightweight aesthetic is down to the honeycomb structure. Finally the 
woven structure (fig.1). Personally this is my least favorite, this is because I feel a hollow volume created by strips of material should, I feel, 
create a lighter looking form. I think there are two main reasons for this, one the consistent size and gaps between the pieces make it look to 
uniform which create visual weight and secondarily from a more automotive stand point the smooth rounded tumble home on the model 
some how give a “fat” and therefore heavy aesthetic.

fig.1

fig.3

fig.2

fig.4
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Benchmarking - Raphael Krome, Mercedes-Benz Flux...

“Driv ing the vehicle feels LIKE UNDERWATER DANCING!”

The Mercedes-Benz Flux is the sponsored interior project of Pforzheim student Raphael Krome. He was looking to create a full body 
lightweight experience whilst driving aimed at 18 year old, first time drivers and meant to express the new found freedom gained with 
your first car. His concentration was aimed more in the direction of the sensation and emotional side of lightweight and not at the visual 
side, however I think I can learn a lot from his process, thinking and final result.

Process and thinking wise I love the way that he started in such an abstract way, collages purely aimed at evoking a response and a 
feeling to be created in the final design. The whole way through the process he sticks very firmly to his idea, not diverting away from it to 
far in an at tempt to find the real world and I think this sticking to his ideas in the purest is what creates such an interesting overall result. As 
far as the final result is concerned I think this highlights perfectly the strength of light, without the lighting the model looks cold and sterile, with 
the lighting the model looks warm, emotional and incredibly drawing to whoever is viewing it.
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...Research... “Personal Lightweight Guidelines”...
As a result of my research I have compiled a list of what I will call my “Personal Lightweight Guidelines” 
to use when designing my vehicle and also to help me analyse my own design and its lightweight 
credent ials. They include rules to cover all three of my main areas of research, Visual Lightweight, 
Emot ional Lightweight and Premium Lightweight.
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Visual Contrast...

Guideline No1:- Dif ferent levels of contrast are need in dif ferent areas to create this sensation of visual lightweight. 
In general lighter colours with less contrast looks more lightweight, however if more contrast 
can accentuate  either layering or negative spaces then more contrast can help with an 
overall sense of lightweight.

Elements with more contrast between it and its background will be more 
prominent than those with lit tle contrast to its background color.

                                                                                                                Kayla Knight    
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Visual Size...

Guideline No2:- Reduce the volume of the surfaces where possible. It is not always possible to make parts in an
interior thin and physically small for engineering and ergonomic reason, but where it is possible it 
should be utilised and “brought to the front” of the design

Size is an evident visual weight factor because, in the physical world, an object that’s bigger 
than another will naturally be heavier and will take up more physical space.

                                                                                               Kayla Knight    
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Visual Balance...

Guideline No3:- Balance is an essential aspect to lightweight design, all objects must try to find there own visual 
balance within the space. Centre of gravity should always be kept as near as possible to the middle 
of an object to create symmetrical balance, with the surfaces extending out in the same way we 
would if walking a tight rope. 

Optical illusions of balance can be created by the centre of gravity being located within the negative 
space.

When objects are of equal weight, they are in balance. If you have several small 
items on one side, they can be balanced by a large object on the other side. 

Visual balance works in much the same way. It can be af fected not only by the size 
of objects, but also their value (ie. lightness or darkness, termed visual weight).

                                                                                                                                      Bonnie Skaalid
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Visual Layering...

Guideline No4:- Layering is a very ef fective way of creating a lightweight aesthetic. Layering creates negative spaces 
which are what creates the sensation of lightweight. Symmetrical layering is more recognisable 
and less challenging to the viewer however asymmetrical layering creates an even more ef fective 
sensation of lightweight.
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Visual Twist ing...

Guideline No5:- Twisting surfaces act to give a two fold benefit, the dynamic nature of the surface loots visually 
lightweight whilst at the same time the twist acts to strengthen the surface structure. A good example 
of this is a sharks jaw, the twist in the bone means this incredibly lightweight structure can still be 
incredibly strong.

Dr Stephen Wroe Used 3D scanning and computer analysis to 
discover that it is actually the twist in the sharks jaw bone which 

allows a jaw to exert such a large bit ing force on its prey.  
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Visually Gaps and Transparency...

Guideline No6:- Designing the Negative space. Well positioned negative space not only create visual lightweight on its 
own but also can allow some of the other lightweight principles the room to best decrease a 
volumes visual weight. Negative space can best be designed in two way, either through the use of 
transparent materials or by the pay of surfaces, especially surfaces which seem to move towards 
each other and then quickly apart.
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Visual Support...

Guideline No7:- A visual element used extensively within architecture to create both a strong structure and a visually  
                       lightweight appeal through the use of wire supports. It can also create a form of uneven balance   
                         depending on the volume of the supporting wires and whether the brain reads the whole volume as 
                       including the wires or not.
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Light is the Visual Catalyst...

“Light is sustenance. It feeds our plants and animals, our bodies, minds, and souls. It nearly single-handedly 
gives people the potential to do most anything”
                                                         Gary Stef fy, International Association of Lighting Design

Light is not a guideline, it is an essential principle. All the guidelines will benefit from light as an aid to optimize them in 
terms of there visual weight.
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Emot ional Weightlessness...

Guideline No1:- Astronauts say that the feeling of weightlessness is unlike any other experience, as the human body 
is deprived of some of its normal and recognisable senses other less used sense begin to work 
overtime giving the astronauts sensations it would be impossible to experience in any other way. 
The nearest equivalent I can think of here on Earth is a Hammock, suspended, floating above the 
ground, it in the nearest equivalent to weightlessness. I want to create a fully supported seating position 
which reduces a bodies unwanted acceleration and in tern provides a relaxing, floating experience.

I think that the two things that almost any astronaut would describe are 
the weightlessness and the view of Earth. Weightlessness is just a lot 
of fun! It doesn’t feel any dif ferent to your body or to your insides. It’s 
easier on the body to be in space than it is to be on Earth.
                                                                     Sally Ride, Astronaut
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Emot ional “Lightest Touch” Controls...

Guideline No2:- Even with the advances of driver aids such as power steering, driving a car is still a relatively heavy, 
physical experience, even but tons tend to be big and clunky. I think that if an emotionally lightweight 
design is to be embraced we must treat it as a holistic lightweight experience, and this is one that 
includes the controls, operating them with the lightest touch.
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Premium Lightweight Design...

Guideline No1:- Premium isn’t necessarily the first word you might think of when thinking about a lightweight vehicle, 
but is there any reason premium elements couldn’t be part of a lightweight interior?... The three key 
words I feel describe Premium Lightweight design are, Simplicity, Precision and Elegance.

Precision

Simplicity

Elegance
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Premium Lightweight Materials...

Guideline No2:- Premium traditionally would be largely defined by the quality of the materials used and I don’t see 
this principle changing in the near future, what might change however is what materials we see as 
being premium. I think in the future material quality will be defined by there purity, and how natural 
and raw they are. I think what really pushes premium is the combination of materials, raw wood 
close to raw milled aluminium looks incredibly premium and because they are untreated they also 
give of f a level of lightweight.

Raw Unenhanced Materials

Contrast Glossy and Sat in/Matt

Natural Untreated Wood
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Light thinks it travels faster than anything, but it is wrong. No 
matter how fast light travels, it finds the darkness 

has always got there first, and is waiting for it.
                                                                                              Terry Pratchet t

Lightweight Guidelines...

Contrast - Less contrast and lighter tones is visually more lightweight.

Size - Reduce the volume of the surfaces where added strength is not needed. 

Balance - All objects must find there own visual balance and within the space. 

Layering - Layering creates airy negative spaces which in tern create the sensation of lightweight. 

Twisting - Twisting surfaces create a dynamic lightweight feeling whilst strengthening them structurally.

Gaps and transparency - Design the Negative space using surface breaks and through material transparency. 

Wire Constructions - Creates a strong structure and yet both a physically and visually lightweight aesthetic.

Weightlessness - The ef fortlessly relaxing feeling gained through the sensation of floating.

“Lightest Touch” Controls - Controls operated with  just the finger tips, or just air itself in the form of gesture recognition.

Premium Design - Simplicity, precision, elegance.

Premium Materials - Natural, raw, untreated materials combined with contracts between mat t and glossy surfaces.
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...Research Moodboard...
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...Personal Brief... 
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                                             Napoleon Hill

Producing both a Visually and Emotionally Provocative Premium Design!...

We have created a world of over engineering. In a vain at tempt to keep each other “Safe and Comfortable” we are rolling out near tanks 
onto our roads. Cars are get ting bigger and bigger and therefore heavier and heavier and even our relentless powertrain development 
cannot prevent losses in efficiency. Slowly the Automotive Industry is beginning to recognise its own mistakes, led primarily by the BMW i 
sub brand, as it begins to address these problems and look at mass production of Efficient, and therefore in tern, lightweight cars.

From a design perspective this lightening of engineering does raise issues of what I would call “design communication”. The BMW i3, 
for example, does not look visually any lighter than any other city car, and this is because all it is doing is pushing current visualisation 
methods. I feel now is the right time to experiment with how we go about design, and importantly how we go about visually expressing, 
lightweight design.

I intend to experiment with the abstract creation of form through the medium of light to create new surface languages. I then want to try and 
use what I learn through this process to create a new type of “light based” “lightweight” surfacing and as a result a “light based” “lightweight” 
user experience with in the vehicle. I intend this to lead to more experimentation and discovery with regards the “feeling” of a lightweight 
experience and how I can take and develop what has hither too been a predominantly engineering principle, and transfer it into a user 
centred experience.

I want to explore what we mean when we say “Lightweight”. Why are we as human beings naturally drawn to a lightweight aesthetic? 
And what is it about a form that makes it look lightweight? Not forget ting on a humanistic emotional level, why does the floating feeling of a 
hammock have such a relaxing ef fect on our bodies?

My final aim is to produce both a visually and emotionally provocative design which reconsiders many of our industries in built ideas and 
creates a new way of viewing efficient, premium, and most importantly lightweight design.

With the most important question I am asking myself being:

“...What if Light was used to emphasise the Lightness of a Lightweight Structure..”
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...Goals & Wishes... 
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“An Aspirat ional Intent.”...

....................Design is a very personal journey of self expression. 

Over the past few years I’ve become more and more intrigued by the possibilities and properties of light as a design medium. I think light 
holds a wealth of design opportunities, it can naturally create a lightweight aesthetic, an aesthetic that I feel is vastly lacking in modern Vehicle 
Design.
 
I want to genuinely investigate and explore these light based, lightweight aesthetics and emotions in as quantifiable a way as I can in the 
time frame. I feel it is important to try and go some way towards quantifying design and the reasons behind our design choices as it adds 
a vast weight of depth behind our decisions and conclusions. 

Af ter concluding these very personal, and at times seemingly abstract experiments, I want to develop them into a new type of design 
language which is less about firm control and more about expression and dynamism. I feel these experiments, mixed with a large slice 
of designers personal intuition and realistic human consideration, can begin to develop something that is very fresh, modern and currently 
untouched upon.

I would like to then, time dependent, turn this light inspired design into a physical 3D model, thus turning back abstract and indistinguishable 
surfaces into a physical believable product. I feel personally that a physical 3D representation of my design would be a great personal 
achievement for me and would add a great depth of belief in my personal briefs and design processes.

There is much about my journey that is still unknown as I am at tempting to design in a way and with a medium which I am currently far 
from mastering. However, it is this exact fact that excited and intrigues me with this project and what I feel will continue to drive me over 
the coming months.
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...Research Conclusion... 
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As Designers we should never stop learning...

The past pages are a collection of the research I have embarked upon to set up this very personal project. In the most the research has 
reinforced and most importantly evolved my own Ideas and knowledge developed over the past 6 years of design education. From the 
outset I wanted this project to be a very personal and very visual expression of me as a designer, and if the research has done one thing 
it has just reinforced my conviction that this is the right direction for me.

I feel the information I’ve obtained and digested about particularly the visual ef fects of contrast, complexity and density will be hugely 
beneficial to me over the coming weeks. Most of this information was relatively new to me in a factual sense, however there is no doubt 
it very quickly felt like very correct theory. In particular my Research into the theory of Gesalt psychology has been very inspiring and set a 
good base for my final process. It has lead me to understand, to a level, the way in which we perceive volumes and the way in which 
my design will need to convey its visual lightweight properties both from a far and also when viewed from much closer and obviously 
within. This means it is essential that I visually represent at least the silhouet te of the exterior as this will be the catalyse for the interior and 
allow viewers to read the interior in a lightweight way.

My intention from now forward is to really make use of the knowledge gain through this research phase whilst not let ting it hold back the 
creative process. I want this to be the base, the finger print to the process from where project that is allowed to blossom. I want to, to the 
best of my ability, continuously consider and analyse the overall visual weight of the architecture, thus allowing me to leave some of the 
smaller “details” down to my own personal interpretation and intuition.

“We are searching for some k ind of harmony between 
two intangibles: a form which we have not yet designed 
and a context which we cannot properly describe.”
                                            Christopher Alexander
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...Experimentation Phase... 
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Visual Experimentat ion - Turning Abstract ion 3D...

Having chosen my favourite “Abstract Arrangement” I quickly tried to describe it in a 3D CAD form, with the whole CAD process taking less 
than a day. I then had this simple 3D CAD model printed on a very small scale, Approx. 100mm in length. My premise was to try to 
discover how achievable it might be to create a solid 3D form, directly inspired by the abstract photography, that when light was shined on 
it, it appeared as close as possible to the original photograph. To the right was my 1st at tempt at this process, I would analyses the result in 
brief by saying the process creates interesting and unexpected and potentially lightweight forms, however it very quickly became apparent 
that trying to directly imitate the original photograph would be unachievable in the time span I have for this project.
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Visual Experimentat ion - Light on a Physical Surface...

Although I might not of achieved 100% of what I set out to achieve, I still felt I could declare the process as a whole a success as in the 
photo studio when experimenting I was still able to get out what I felt was a number of very dramatic and interesting images and forms 
and the whole process helped my hugely in evaluating form, light and probably most importantly shadow.

The whole process from original abstract photograph to photographing the 3D printed model was a very quick one, just over a week, and 
this helped my justify both my process and original concept and also reassure myself that my initial idea was achievable within the time 
frame.
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Visual Experimentat ion - Manipulat ing the Photography...
For the next stage of the project I tried to manipulate the photography further, on the previous pages the idea was to purely “clean up” the 
photographs, but af ter this I wanted to further warp and distort them into more enclosed volumes. I started of by trying to create side views, 
but they weren’t wholely successful for an interior focused project, so from her I moved onto both symmetric and asymmetric top views 
and then to some abstract “details”  such as seats.
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Visual Experimentat ion - Seat Composit ions...

In my initial research document I found evidence that, in theory, symmetry looks visually lighter than Asymmetry. It is hard to say this for 
certain, however it is defiantly true that “Balance” looks lightweight, and the easiest way to create balance is through symmetry. Maybe 
it is because of this that I am naturally drawn towards the symmetrical sketches as creating the best visual weight, although I think the 
asymmetrical sketches have maybe more “design interest” and this is probably because I am thinking less car-y when I’m doing them.
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Visual Experimentat ion - Including People in Composit ions...

I then decided to get the most out of an inside out approach I needed to start “wrapping” these abstract forms around images of people
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Visual Experimentat ion - Sketching Composit ions...

What I subsequently wanted to do was begin to try and physically describe what I had in terms of design, slowly and quite analytically 
moving the design forward and away from the abstract and towards the hoped final realistic interior. Again I did a lot of these, sketching  
almost all of the compositions I created but above are just two example s of the results. I analysed them in a few ways, I tried to brake the 
design down in my own mind into its constituent parts and work out what looked lightweight and what might feel lightweight for each one. 
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Visual Experimentat ion - Foil Workshop...

What I found, and what seems quite obvious now, is that dif ferent people see very dif ferent forms in the same abstract image, so I arranges 
a quick workshop with a group of other designers at the school where they tried to describe the forms in the abstract 2D images in foil in 
3D. Af ter creating the forms each of the designers tried to describe what they had seen and tried to recreate in the foil so I could understand 
what was in their mind, as well as pointing out some of the interesting forms that had been more or less thrown up at random. This 
exercise was hugely beneficial to me as it threw up a number of dif ferent and interesting forms I wouldn’t have otherwise seem myself. 
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User Layout Test ing...

I did a whole range of layout tests in both a driving and autonomous driving situation of which these are just a small selection. As well as 
being very important to myself to understand the space in which I am designing it is also very important to the school which takes a very 
user centred approach to design and this is one of the aspects we are analysed most thoroughly on.

Whether is be just because that is what people know and understand or because it is just the best, by some way the most popular seating 
layout was a conventional two seats next to each other configuration. I think this layout has been most explored and therefore hardest to 
innovate so I will explore in my design two packages, a conventional two seat layout and a slightly of fset 1+1 seat layout with no more 
than 300mm of fset, as this was the second favourite in the user experimentation. 

Mirrored Symmetry Rotat ional Symmetry Offset Symmetry
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...Overall Lightweight Volume - Interpret ing Gestalt Psychology...
Judging overall volume in reference to Gestalt’s Theory of Human Perception

Selected Profile
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...Sketch Phase... 
Creat ing a new Lightweight Design Language.
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Finding a New BMW Premium, Lightweight Design Language.........
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...Seat Sketches... 

KeySketch

I selected some of my favourite light collages and began to sketch them, transforming them both towards the 
existing BMW design language and also manipulating them to fit realistic proportions. This is a selection of early 
seat sketches inspired by the above light collage.
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Hammock Seating
The idea of “Hammock Seating” was from an early research phase a really important aspect to my project, the dif ficulty being how to create 
a seat that can be both rigid upright enough to drive the car in a “driving mode” whilst still achieving the fully floating reclined nature of a 
hammock when fully autonomous, this page shows examples of early ideation on this theme, as well as some impromptu user testing. 
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Sketch Development...

Initial sketch phase was in sync with all the user 
testing and development of the package, working 
with a slightly of fset package to create a dynamic 
interior layout, but not so much as to block 
communication within the vehicle.

It was also important for me to start by considering 
the vehicle in a fully autonomous mode as 
this was the mode that would sell the design. 
I was intrigued by the challenge of creating an 
“airy” feeling inside a very sporty package and 
to do this I wanted to create as much space 
between the driver and the dashboard as was 
possible. In these sketches lef t you see that the 
dashboard is well in front of the drivers feet when 
in an autonomous mode, thus creating a large 
unclut tered interior space.
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...Sliding Dashboard... Developing a “Slide Away” Dashboard...

Certainly one of the most important factors towards creating 
a lightweight feeling within an interior is to create a feeling of 
space. 

To create this feeling I wanted to be able to more the dashboard 
away from both driver and passenger when in an autonomous 
driving mode.  The final position of the dashboard will be well 
in front of the drivers feet and also below knee height when the 
car is in autonomous mode. 

I also wanted to create this “airiness” by drastically reducing 
all unnecessary parts, for me this meant removing all but tons 
and replacing it with a single touchscreen display in front of the 
driver as well as heads-up displays projected onto the large 
windscreen. 
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Creat ing a Float ing Sensation...

“The Ult imate in an expression of lightweight is the creat ion 
of a float ing sensat ion.” 

From the outset I wanted to create a place to rest that 
evoked, as near as possible, the sensation that you are 
drif ting through the air when moving in the vehicle. The 
seat, heavily inspired by the sensation gained from a 
hammock, at taches through a chassis shell between the 
roof at the back, and the dashboard at the front. Inside 
this chassis is a rigid yet flexible membrane tensioned 
with elastic wires, this means that the seat itself acts to 
suspend the user, wrapping itself around their body 
creating perfectly distributed body support. This chassis 
wrapping a flexible membrane system creates both a 
visually and physically lightweight seat whilst still retaining 
the ergonomic comfort experienced in a much bigger 
and heavier arm chair.
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Light ef fected Design...

It was important for me personally to keep envisaging my final 
design in it utopian, light defined world, for this reason I tried to 
keep imagining and sketching the interior objects in this black 
and white world. Lef t, you see a seat design also depicted in 
this way, the same design sketched with 3 dif ferent light sources 
giving 3 quite dif ferent impressions on the same design.
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...Final Design... 
A mixture of hard work and uncompromising refinement.
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Dynamic Transformations...

For an interior to be successful it must be adaptable, especially 
as we push towards autonomous t ravel, it must t ransform to 
meet both specific needs and specific scenarios.

The Steering Console (above) transforms from a fully 
autonomous mode into driving mode. The steering 
controls are positioned on the end of a system of liner 
actuators and a rotational sphere pivot point, this allows the 
smooth folding away of the whole steering console in an 
autonomous mode.

It is important that the dashboard is as reduced as 
possible and as far away from the users as is feasible 
when in an autonomous mode. The dashboard is 
designed to fold away into the very front of the vehicle, well in 
front of the drivers feet when fully autonomous. The diagonal 
split in the middle of the dashboard allows it to also compress 
width wise and fold between the front wheels. The steering 
controls fold out from within an interactive touch-screen 
steering column. This steering control, in a truly lightweight 
fashion, is controlled with only the very tips of the users fingers 
with minimal physical contact. When in driving mode a 
touch-screen dashboard opens up like a clam shell allowing 
control of all infotainment, however when in autonomous 
mode the windscreen acts as a huge heads up display 
and is controlled through gesture recognition, again sticking 
the principle of a truly holistic lightweight experience.
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Ergonomic Refinement and Just ificat ion...

Ergonomically I wanted to ensure firstly and most importantly a smooth and dist inct movement between the 2 main 
modes, driv ing and autonomous, with the emphasis on the “Hammock” feeling of the autonomous posit ion.

The seat (above) transforms subtly but significantly from driving through to a fully autonomous “hammock” 
mode. The rear structure twists the angle of the seat back and the natural elasticity of the seat membrane and elastic 
support straps act to create complete comfort in any mode. The side leg supports, which anchor the seat to the 
ground and provide extra stability in driving mode twist upwards in autonomous mode allowing the user to “put their 
feet up and relax” as in a hammock. Finally the seat cushion move forward from driving to autonomous mode to best fit 
the human spine. Studies have shown that the natural angle created by a hammock is the most beneficial and relaxing 
possible, something that could drastically improve the overall comfort of, in particular, long distance travel.

This level of transformation allows for both this extreme and iconic autonomous position but also a stif f, stable and 
hopefully comfortable sporty driving position in the driving mode.
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When approaching vehicle the seat is already in Access/Egress Mode. Using A-Pillar to support weight. Seat back is in furthest rear position and 
supporting legs fully down intersecting floor. 

Duck head under A-Pillar and swing lef t leg over seat leg support. Slides in back first avoiding seat structure and over the top of seat legs.

Slide backwards onto seat as you would in a conventional sports car. Sit ting on seat lif t lef t leg up and over central seat support Seat back structure slides forwards into the driving seat position. Supporting legs flip upwards to create hammock for autonomous driving.

...Access and Egress... I see a future in “Intelligent Movement”...

Ergonomically the main focus of this project revolved around the user experience whilst moving either autonomously or in a driver mode whilst inside 
the car. For this reason some of the ergonomics with regards access and egress were considered of secondary. If I where to revisit the design but with 
a more ergonomic focus, as was raised during my final presentation, how might the design dif fer? 

This would be a dif ficult proposal, the general silhouet te and design for the seats in particular was so intrinsic to my design that altering these for an 
ergonomic reason would mean reconsidering a large number of other factors to do with usage and thus vastly multiplying the size of the project. My 
initial instinct would be to redesign the mechanism used to alter the angle of the seat, which currently works only in a single axis to also rotate toward the 
outside of the vehicle, allowing the user to sit in the seat whilst the seat is ef fectively outside of the car and then have the seat itself rotate the passenger 
inside. This would be a conceptual solution which would allow me to retain the visual aesthetic I was looking for whilst answering a number of 
ergonomic concerns.
                                           This storyboard shows entry to the vehicle:-
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Final Design.........
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The End Product...

The final design is one which balances ergonomics and user cent red design 
but with a st rong emphasis on creat ing a new user experience, a user 
experience which ut ilises the possibilit ies surrounding autonomous driv ing to 
create a holist ic lightweight experience.

Without st rong design and a emphasis on a st rong overall design theme our 
world doesn’t move forward, for this reason I feel that my final design is a 
showcase of a possible future of lightweight and as a result ef ficient design.
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Physical Model.........
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Conclusion...

In my Goals and Wishes I stated that I would like to “investigate and explore light based, lightweight aesthetics” 
developing a “new type of design language which is less about firm control and more about expression and 
dynamism”. I set out to do this through a mixture of abstract experimentation and emotional user based research. 
I think in these ways I achieved what I set out to achieve. From the outset I knew I was tackling an abstract and 
emotive subject which would most probably have no fixed end point, which turned out to be the case, however in 
my opinion the project was more about the journey than the final designation.

Through the project I spent a lot of energy and gave a lot of time to a large number of abstract experiments. This 
process gave me a huge number of new ideas and new ways to represent a light inspired, lightweight aesthetic, 
however it did shorten the time I had to refine a final design. If I was to do this project again I would do very lit tle 
dif ferent, the only thing I would change is I would try to deliver less as a final design which would have given me 
more time to refine the more important elements of the design.

For me the most important element or aspect to the design was to prove that lightweight is just as much about shape 
as it is about material. My research proved this but also showed how it was a relatively unexplored area with the 
car industry, relying mainly upon the use of lightweight materials like carbon fibre to represent “lightweight”, something 
which I avoided throughout. By this, I feel I have created both a visually lightweight overall volume and some visually 
lightweight interior elements as well as a concept behind a lightweight experience without resorted to what I can 
consider as some known stereotypes like the use of carbon fibre but instead by the use of shape and light.

In my Goals and wishes I started that the development and production of a final physical 3D model was really 
important to me personally as a way to justify my design from its initial intentions and I 100% stand by that belief. 
Overall, I am pleased with the final design and final model even though it is not all that I anticipated at the outset. The 
final model didn’t show everything I wanted the model to show, however I realise now that what I wanted to deliver 
was to ambitious within the time frame and what I wanted to deliver would of involved the production of numerous 
full size physical test models to allow experimentation with light in the way I initially envisaged.

All things taken into consideration I am very pleased with the project as a whole. I feel I have pushed my design 
understanding in a new direction and challenged myself further than any design project I have done before. I still feel 
the subject of light and lightweight design is an important one for the future of automotive design and I look forward 
to tackling many of the problems I have already encountered in this project again in my professional life on more, for 
want of a bet ter word, “real” projects as I believe this is a topic that will be revisited by myself and may other designers 
in the future and I look forward to the results and challenges as the concepts I have played and experimented with 
move closer and closer towards a realistic product, which af ter all is what automotive design is all about..
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...Thank you... 


